IntelliSite
Pathology education suite
Tutor & OLT

Educate and connect
with pathology
education suite
Develop microscopy courses and related exams with
digital slides, then share them easily across networks
and access via your mobile platforms.
Philips pathology education suite consists of two software products
that provide an excellent platform for digital pathology teaching,
training, and assessment.
• Tutor - Tool for course development
• OLT - Online testing and examination generation module
Our education suite puts your educational content into the hands of
students everywhere, from university to home.
Products are for research use only and not for use in diagnostic procedures.

Key advantages
• Entirely web based,
accessible via any web
browser with no downloads
or plugins required
• Supports most common third
party digital slide formats as
well as microscope images
• Embed additional multimedia material such as
sound files, documents, and
online videos

Empowering
educational content
for the digital age
When organizing a digital pathology course there is a lot to
consider – managing the expectations of contributing professionals,
organizing and securing digital assets, administering access to
course material, and more.

Having the right content development system in
place can make a huge difference. Imagine creating
a course where your entire slide set is online and
able to be viewed by your students at any time,
anywhere in the world, from university to home.

Pathology education suite joins our comprehensive
portfolio of pathology solutions, which reinforce
our assertion that sharing multiplies the value of
knowledge.

Tutor
Digital pathology offers you new ways of working
and education is a prime example. With over
35,000 users worldwide, Tutor is one of the
leading education software for online education
and training. Our Tutor module provides you with
all the tools required to author and build virtual
microscopy courses. Whether you’re teaching
pathology, histology, biology, botany or any other
microscopy-based course, you can fast track
development and delivery. Regardless of group
size or geographic distribution, Tutor supports
student learning in an effective and efficient way.

Tablet Viewing module
Learning material that is available on the go is no
longer a ‘nice to have,’ it is essential. Extend Tutor’s
access to mobile platforms with the optional tablet
viewing module. Tablets provide a valuable tool
for users to access content in a personalized way,
from any location, at any time. All training material
generated via a Tutor account is accessible via the
tablet.
The tablet viewing module supports all image
formats, and any changes on a desktop or tablet
are synched across the account. The module is
compatible with Safari on iOS, Internet Explorer on
Windows Mobile, and Google Chrome on Android
tablets.

OLT (Online Testing)
The OLT module is a perfect add-on to Tutor
when you want to manage assessments and
examinations. It provides a simple, intuitive way to
ensure fairness for students/trainees and reduce
the administrative burden on staff.
OLT assists with creation of tests to fit within any
environment, from informal classroom quizzes to
formal examinations. And it is configurable by an
instructor in just minutes.
Customizable security settings enable
administrative control for simple, safe access for
individual users via unique username/password.
Question and answer feedback can be generated
and presented to the student automatically. In
addition, tests/exams can be scored automatically.

To learn more, please visit:

www.philips.com/digitalpathology

Put these powerful tools
to work for you today
Easy setup
Implementation is fast and easy. We can deploy
Tutor within your local IT infrastructure, or if
no existing IT infrastructure is in place, Cloud
can provide a secure, robust, and resilient fully
managed hosting environment. Licensing fee
is available either as an annual rental model or
outright capital purchase.

A complete learning portal
Begin with Tutor for content management, then
add the OLT module and the tablet viewing
module at the same time, or retrospectively. This
provides you with a complete end-to-end learning
portal for your digital microscopy teaching,
training, and assessment needs.
We have extensive experience in providing digital
pathology education solutions, and we want to
share our knowledge with you.
To lean more about pathology education suite,
contact our team.
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